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Highly respected for its scholarship and straightforward approach, this text covers core sociological

concepts with a brief and accessible presentation at an affordable price. In the eleventh edition,

Sociology once again comes alive as a vital and exciting field to relate sociological principles to

real-world circumstances.
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academic success for college students, Straight AÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s: If I Can Do It, So Can You. At the
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Her writing experience also includes several years in a college public relations office and writing and

editing for the Lancaster Independent Press. She earned her Ph.D. in botany at Virginia Tech and

has published in the Canadian Journal of Botany, Plant and Soil, and Oecologia. Mike and Carrie

live in Blacksburg, Virginia, with their children Edmund and Camilla.Michael Hughes is Professor of

Sociology at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech). He received his

Ph.D. in sociology from Vanderbilt University in 1979 and has taught introductory sociology over the
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sociology of mental illness, and data analysis. From 2000 to 2004, he served as editor of the

Journal of Health and Social Behavior. He has held positions as research fellow at the University of

MichiganÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Institute for Social Research (1992Ã¢â‚¬â€œ1994) and research associate at

Vanderbilt University (1980Ã¢â‚¬â€œ1982). With Walter R. Gove he is the author of the book,
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This book explains things in the most complex way with few examples to go with the difficult

definitions. Some examples do not even fit their definitions - I honestly think these were missed

because the editor was so bored reading this book. There is no glossary and the index is missing a

lot. I love sociology - half of the books in my library are sociology books including two other

introductory sociology textbooks, but, because it takes so much time to decipher what is being said,

I look forward to reading The Core like I look forward to a gum scraping.

The condition of the book was great, but this book has so many grammar and spelling errors I can't

imagined how it got published. Many student in the class agreed that it was hard to ready the book

and fully understand it. Other than that amazing did a great job shipping on time and the book was

in good condition

The book that I received is falling apart and the binding is coming undone. I better not be charged

for the damages of this book becuase it was damaged when I received it.

this book was perfect for my class , colorful and modern!

Good deal to rent instead of buying and having another used text book around. Very complex

writing so I wasn't in love with this text and nor did enjoy it's content but then again I, yawn, am not

a huge fan of sociology.

It was brand new, just as it states, it was almost in perfect condition, hence why I didnt give it 5

stars... The front cover was a bit bent, I have OCD when it comes to books, the covers must be in

perfect condition. It was bent in the front cover, I guess that was just because of being in the



warehouse or something..but other than that its a great buy! :)

This book has a LOT of writing and underlining in it. I really wish I had known that before I

purchased it. It's extremely distracting while reading.

As expected from a rental book, it may be a little worn out and torn at parts, but it's still usable for a

textbook. I definitely recommend renting the textbook if you're only going to use it for one semester.
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